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Turkey

Erdogan to appeal
to Trump as US
sanctions probe
intensifies
Thomas Seibert

Washington

A

s Turkey’s president,
Recep Tayyip Erdogan,
prepares to meet Donald Trump in New York
in the coming days amid
increasing tensions between Turkey and the US, analysts say the encounter is unlikely to keep relations
between the two countries from
sliding into a deeper crisis.
Erdogan and the US president
have agreed to meet on the sidelines of the UN General Assembly
in New York after Erdogan’s scheduled arrival there on September
19. Coming after Erdogan’s visit to
the White House in May and their
joint participation in the G20 summit in Germany in July, it will be
the third face-to-face meeting between the two presidents. The US
and Turkey have been NATO allies
and strategic partners for decades,
but the two sides are showing signs
of increasing frustration with each
other.
In the latest twist, the Turkish
leader was angered by prosecutors
in New York seeking the arrest of
Zafer Caglayan, a former Turkish
economy minister, on charges of
violating sanctions against Iran.
Caglayan and Reza Zarrab, an Iranian-born Turkish businessman
facing trial in New York for illicit
gold trade benefiting Iran, are key
figures in corruption allegations
against the Erdogan government
that first surfaced in 2013.
Some observers say the Zarrab
and Caglayan cases could unearth fresh corruption allegations
against Erdogan’s inner circle.
“The Reza Zarrab case could now

ruin the Turkish government politically and financially,” says Aykan
Erdemir, a former Turkish lawmaker who is an analyst at the Foundation for Defense of Democracies,
a think-tank in Washington. “Erdogan and colleagues are deeply
concerned about the new charges,”
Erdemir told The Arab Weekly in
emailed remarks.
The Turkish president, his government and their supporters
say the charges in the US are politically motivated. Erdogan has
said the move by the US judiciary
“stinks.” Government spokesman
Bekir Bozdag said the accusations
against Caglayan amounted to a
coup attempt against Turkey. And
columnist Kurtulus Tayiz, writing
in the pro-government Turkish
daily Aksam, accused the United
States of using the Zarrab case as a
tool to “blackmail” Turkey into accepting the emergence of a Kurdish
state in northern Syria.

US concerns regarding
Erdogan’s New York
visit come as deepseated problems
continue to haunt
US-Turkish relations.
Bozdag’s statement on September 11 suggested that Ankara regards the New York investigations
as a result of the influence of USbased Islamic scholar Fethullah
Gulen on American institutions.
The US judicial system was being
“used” by the Gulen movement,
Bozdag said. Erdogan says Gulen
orchestrated last year’s coup attempt in Turkey and demands his
extradition, but there has been no

Latest twist. A file picture shows Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan (L) and former economy
minister Zafer Caglayan in Ankara. 								(Reuters)
action by US authorities so far.
The US State Department rejected Bozdag’s accusation. “I’m
going to say three words: That
is ridiculous,” State Department
spokeswoman Heather Nauert told
reporters in Washington.
Erdogan would like Trump to intervene in the New York cases even
though the US president is barred
by the constitution from interfering in the judiciary, said Howard Eissenstat, a Turkey expert at St Lawrence University in New York state.
“I think he still holds out hope that
he can reach out to Trump and cut
a deal,” Eissenstat said by email.
“I don’t think he understands the
limits on Trump’s power.”
The Zarrab and Caglayan cases
are not the only sources of friction.
Criticism of Turkey has become
a theme in the US Congress in the
run-up to Erdogan’s New York visit. Senior members of the House of
Representatives have asked Secretary of State Rex Tillerson to warn
Erdogan against any repetition of
the violence that marred the Turk-

ish president’s visit to Washington
in May. Last month, a US grand jury
indicted 19 people, among them 15
Turkish security officials, in connection with a brawl between Erdogan’s bodyguards and demonstrators in Washington. “Another
incident – even a minor one – would
be exceedingly costly for TurkishUS relations,” Eissenstat wrote.
US concerns regarding Erdogan’s
New York visit come as deep-seated problems continue to haunt
US-Turkish relations. Unable to
solve his long-standing row with
the US over Washington’s support
for Kurdish rebels fighting the Islamic State (ISIS) in northern Syria,
Erdogan is signalling that he is prepared to seek closer ties to Russia.
A week before his trip to the UN in
New York, the Turkish leader said
his government had finalised a deal
with Moscow to buy a modern Russian anti-missile system, the S-400.
The decision goes against NATO
policy that encouraged member
states to buy weapons systems that
can be integrated with other re-

sources in the defence bloc.
Erdogan said Turkey had already
made a down payment for the Russian anti-missile system and that
Russian President Vladimir Putin
and he were acting with “determination” on the S-400 issue. The
Turkish leader hinted that criticism
from the West would not change
his decision.
“Nobody has the right to discuss
the Turkish republic’s independence principles or independent
decisions about its defence industry,” Erdogan told Turkish reporters on a return flight from a visit to
Kazakhstan, according to Turkish
news reports on September 12.
If the Turkish president relies
on appealing to Trump personally
to correct what he sees as negative
developments in Turkish-US relations, he is likely to see his efforts
fail, said Erdemir. “His continual
appeals to Trump are futile,” Erdemir wrote about Erdogan. Without a complete “U-turn” by Turkey,
ties “will continue to deteriorate,”
he added.

S-400 agreement much more than an arms deal
Yavuz Baydar
is a Turkish journalist and regular
columnist for The Arab Weekly.

In the clash between
Erdogan’s agenda and
US-European-NATO
interests, the Turkish
president places his
own priorities over
those of his country.

T

“

hey went crazy because we made the
S-400 agreement.
What were we supposed to do, wait for
you? We are taking
and will take all our measures on
the security front…”
With that statement, Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
dispelled all doubt about the arms
deal he had just made with Russia.
The purchase of advanced S-400
air defence systems is thought to
cost about $2.5 billion.
Erdogan was vague about the
details. “A deposit has also been
paid, as far as I know. The process
will continue by the transfer of
a credit from Russia to us. Both
Mr Vladimir Putin and myself, we
are determined on this issue,”
Erdogan told the Turkish press.
The issue is Turkey’s apparent strategic shift. The deal
accelerates its move away
from the NATO alliance and
comes against the backdrop of
increasing tensions with the
United States and Germany,
Turkey’s main arms suppliers.
The S-400 system can carry
ballistic and cruise missiles
and other weapons at a range
of 400km. It can simultaneously
engage 300 targets. If positioned
at an airbase in southern Turkey,
it would be able to reach Syria,
Cyprus and the northern half of
Israel.
At the technical level, the deal

raises many questions. S-400 is not
interoperable with NATO hardware
and NATO allies are only free to
buy weaponry and defence systems so long as they are operable
with the alliance. Some observers are now describing Turkey as
NATO’s “rogue partner.”
The arms deal has shown Russian President Vladimir Putin’s
skillfulness in causing divisions
within NATO. He knows Turkey’s
anti-Kurdish position. More to the
point, he is emboldened by the
apparent rise of “Eurasianist,” proErdogan generals within the Turkish army after the coup. This may
prompt Putin to forge a regional
alliance with Iran and Turkey, as a
further challenge to NATO.
The American decision to deliver

Crucial threshold.
Russian S-400 Triumph/
SA-21 Growler medium-range
and long-range surface-to-air
missile system.
(Reuters)

advanced weapons to Syrian Kurds
fighting the Islamic State (ISIS)
caused outrage in Ankara. Erdogan
is increasingly being viewed in
Washington as “an unpredictable
ally, but not a partner.” The US Congress is said to be furious over the
savagery employed by Erdogan’s
bodyguards towards protesters in
the American capital in May. There
is also increasing concern over human rights breaches in Turkey.
Germany, too, appears to have
lost patience with Erdogan. It has
pushed for an end to EU accession
negotiations altogether. And it has
frozen all major arms exports to
Turkey.
This is a row that will not go
away. It is bound to affect NATO
and will weaken Turkey.
So why is Erdogan pushing the
crisis? To him, it is the personal
that matters. In the clash between
Erdogan’s own agenda and USEuropean-NATO interests, the
Turkish president places his
own priorities over those
of his country.
He sees himself

cornered because he’s been unable
to convince the world of his view of
last year’s coup plotters and their
agenda. The corruption accusations aren’t going away either. Erdogan believes the US was behind
the failed coup.
He sees the trial of TurkishIranian gold trader Reza Zarrab in
New York as a threat to his political
survival. His party no longer has
interlocutors in the US capital and
is viewed with mistrust. Unsurprisingly, Erdogan recently lashed out
at the indictment of former Turkish
economy minister Zafar Caglayan
for allegedly conspiring to help
Iran evade US sanctions. He categorised it as part of a political move
against Turkey.
Communication with Berlin
remains poor, perhaps at an alltime-low. More than 600 Turkish military and civilian officials
have sought asylum in Germany
and Berlin has refused Turkey’s
extradition requests. What’s more,
65% of the German public supports
its government’s hard-line policy
towards Turkey.
Things have reached the point
that Western capitals see the detention of an American priest and
several German citizens as a symptom of Ankara’s desperation.
There is little doubt that Turkey’s
interests are held hostage to those
of its troubled president. And the
S-400 arms deal marks a crucial
threshold that confirms Turkey
is, at large, without a strategy and
fragile.

